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1. A Study of Human Reaction (a)

● People react emotionally  to speed of movement and 
body posture

●  Approaches to modeling emotions: categorical and 
dimensional 

● Categorical: Paul Ekman - 6 basic emotions 
● Dimensional: Jesús Ibáñez - E = f(arousal, valence)   



1. A Study of Human Reaction (b)

Paul Ekman's
Categorical
 Approach 

6(7) Basic 
Emotions:

Anger
Fear 
Disgust
Surprise
Happiness
Contempt
Sadness



  High Arousal

   Positive ValenceNegative Valence

  Low Arousal
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Excited

Delighted

Happy

Pleased | Glad

Content

Atease

Relaxed | Calm   

SleepyTired
Droopy

Bored
Gloomy
Sad

Miserable

Frustrated

Distressed
Annoyed

Afraid

Angry

Tense | AlarmedJesús Ibáñez's
Dimensional
 Approach 

1. A Study of Human Reaction (c)



● Body posture:
- joy: looser movement, symmetry, vertical, features pushed up ->more
- anger: stiff, heavy movements, asymmetry, vertical(related to approach), 

features pulled forward, tense and rigid shapes -> less
- sadness: asymmetry, tilted, pulled down features -> less

- fear: loose balance, asymmetry, tilted (related to avoidance), features 
pulled backwards

- surprised: symmetry, features pushed upwards (upper part) 
- disgust: asymmetry, tilted (related to avoidance), features pushed 

upwards (lower part) 
- contempt: asymmetry

1. A Study of Human Reaction (d)



● Speed:
- sadness: low speed -> more
- anger: high speed (lower body) -> more
- joy: high speed (upper body) -> less 

- fear: high speed
- surprised: high speed
- disgust 
- contempt

Note:   -> less, ->more is the level of influence the trait (speed/body posture) has on that 

particular emotion      

1. A Study of Human Reaction (e)



2. A Study of Experimental and 
Classical Animation (a)

● Experimental:
"Me, I'm trying to create life, its form, the spirit, if not its substance." 
(James Otis)

"The characters themselves can be simplified, stylised and generalised in such a 
way as to strengthen and clarify the meaning of action. Simple matchstick or 
pictographic figures may behave so vividly, humorously, tragically, 
or in any other way, that as the film progresses, they may become 
enriched, complicated characters in the minds of the audience, even 
though at any moment they remain extremely simple on the surface of the 
screen. "  (Norman McLaren) 



● Classical:
"Timing gives meaning to movement."
"...weight, size, scale, motion, humour has to do with how you move an object." 
"With any type of animation, the goal is always to make a character look like it's 
thinking, that all of its movements are generated by its own though process. No 
software program is going to give you that." (John Lasseter, Pixar)

Basic emotions: fear, greed, hunger, cold, lust, vanity, love, need to sleep etc. 
(Richard Williams)

2. A Study of Experimental and 
Classical Animation (b)



2. A Study of Experimental and 
Classical Animation (c)

The Dot and the Line: A Romance in 
Lower Mathematics (1965)

A combination of both:

Balablock (1972)



● Body posture:

- aggresive (anger): angular, straight lines, tilting forward, chin is out 
(related to approach), clenched fists (stiff movement)

- afraid (fear): shrink back (related to avoidance), "spiky", "hair standing 
on end"   

- benevolent (joy): soft, curved lines
- joy: airborne, upright (vertical) body/curved backwards, springy, bouncy
- proud (joy): body leans backwards, shoulders action, chest out 
- tired (sad): body, head droop, arms hang loosely, feet dragged along the 

ground (pulled down features)
- sorrow (sad): body droops forward, head hangs on chest, knees sag 

2. A Study of Experimental and 
Classical Animation (d)



● Speed:

- sorrow (sad): slow timing, no energy, frequent stops
"..hair and clothes hang limp, perhaps the hat sinks down over the ears 

and the shoes squash with the extra weight of gloom."
- joy: quick timing, energy, bouncy

2. A Study of Experimental and 
Classical Animation (e)



3. Target Factors

● We can recognise a dynamic pattern in the way people 
(characters) express their emotions

● Target factor: smallest action unit which can belong 
to a particular emotion

● Emotion: a collection of target factors
● Two emotions can have one or more common target 

factors
●  Each emotion, to be well defined, should have at least 

one characteristic target factor 
● A target factor should be sufficient to convey a meaning 

to even the most abstract elements



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (a)

● Elementary functions (Ef): sin, cos, tan, log, abs or combinations of 
them correspond  to target factors (Tf)

 

● A function can affect the movement of an object (character) in space and 
time (2 dimensions which can extend the target function)

● A function can operate with any of the 3 basic parameters (P): scale, 
rotate, translate

● Apart from the object's movement, when choosing a function, its shape 
should also be considered



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (b)

Ef     [Tf]       
Pf

[0] translate [1] rotate [2] scale ...

x    |     y      | z x    |     y      | z x    |     y      | z

[0] sin Tf[0,0].xyz Tf[0,1].xyz Tf[0,2].xyz

[1] cos Tf[1,0].xyz Tf[1,1].xyz Tf[1,2].xyz

[2] tan Tf[2,0].xyz Tf[2,1].xyz Tf[2,2].xyz

[3] log ...

[4] abs

[5] sin(tan)

...

Target factor table



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (c)

● Elementary Function: Tangent
● Shape: 

- grows fast 
- symmetry from origin
- vertical

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale: symmetrical ease in-out 

growth
- rotate
- translate: symmetrical ease 

in-out, spring effect, quick return
(!) In the y comp, uplifting effect 

(9 target factors)

● Possible Emotions:

- joy (vertical, 
symmetrical, uplifting, 
quick)

- anger (vertical, quick)



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (d)

● Elementary Function: Sine
● Shape: 

- oscillates =>uncertainty
- symmetry from origin, Ox axis
- tilted
- smooth transition

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale: symmetrical oscillation 

in shrink - growth 
- rotate
- translate: symmetrical 

oscillation in movement 
(!) In the x comp, comforting effect
(!) In the y comp, bouncy effect

● Possible Emotions:

- joy (symmetry, 
bouncy, smooth)

- fear (uncertainty, 
tilted, shrink)



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (e)

● Elementary Function: 
Logarithm

● Shape: 
- symmetry from Oy axis
- tilted
- sudden growth then slow

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale:  quick growth, sudden 

slowed down growth, slow growth
- rotate
- translate: quick start, sudden 

slowed down pace, slow movement => 
hesitance

● Possible Emotions:

- sadness (tilted, slow, 
sudden slow down)

- fear (hesitance, tilted, 
quick)

- joy (symmetry, quick)



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (f)

● Composed Function: 
sin(tan)

● Shape: 
- local asymmetry
- symmetry from origin
- tilted
- quick, stiff (abrupt) growth

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale:  asymmetric, abrupt, 

energetic scaling
- rotate
- translate: fast start, sudden 

oscillating movement

● Possible Emotions:

- anger (asymmetry, 
quick, stiff)

- joy (symmetry, quick, 
energetic, oscillating)



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (g)

● Composed Function: 
log + sin

● Shape: 
- asymmetry
-  tilted
- quick osicillation

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale:  asymmetric, hesitant  

scaling, progressive growth, regular 
shrinking back

- rotate
- translate: asymmetric, 

hesitant  movement,  progressive 
growth
(!) x comp avoidance of obstacle

● Possible Emotions:

- fear (asymmetry, 
quick, shrinking, tilted, 
hesitant)



4. Emotions and Mathematical 
Functions (h)

● Composed Function: 
log(abs(sin))

● Shape: 
- symmetry  Oy
-  tilted 
- smooth growth

● Parameter(x,y,z):
- scale:  smooth, slow growth, 

sudden change, smooth shrink
- rotate
- translate: smooth, slow 

movement, sudden change

● Possible Emotions:

- sadness (asymmetry, 
tilted, slow)



5. Experiment (a)
● 9 videos focused on anger, joy, sadness and fear
● contempt and disgust added in the suggestion list
● where target points common to more emotions were 

mainly used, confusion appeared
●  where more characteristic target points were used to 

describe a possible emotion, the results were close to the 
intended emotion  



● Confusion:
- Exercise 1: anger (25.8%), fear(22.6%), contempt(16.1%), joy(16.1%), 

sadness(16.1%)
   Target factors: Tf[2,0].x, Tf[2,2].xy (tangent used to translate x and to 

scale x, y) 
   (!) Joy and anger were suggested for the tangent function

● Clarity:
- Exercise 2: joy(64.5%)

Target factors: Tf[2,0].x, Tf[2,2].xy,  Tf[0,0].y (tangent used to 
translate x and to scale x, y, sine used to translate y - increase in frequency 
for speed)

(!) Joy is a common emotion suggested for both tangent and sine 
functions

5. Experiment (b)



6. Suming up
● 1 elementary/composed function -> 9 target 

points
● 1 emotion -> n target points
● 1 emotion -> m qualities
● 1 target point -> p qualities

if (m~n*p)
{ emotion well defined by target points }



    ?


